YOU DID IT!
You did it! You made the fantastic decision to go the extra mile and I’m thrilled that you’re putting
on a screening for your fellow heroes. You're showing them how important they are and what a
huge impact they have in the lives of others.

YOU’RE A HERO.
Because honestly, it’s is a gift. To generously give your time in order to inspire your colleagues. I
really want you to take a second right now to own that. You got curious and found a creative way
to support those around you. That’s especially awesome.

YOU’RE OWNING IT RIGHT? GREAT, READ ON.
Let’s do this together. Below is your road map of super simple steps to help you get this show on
the road (or in the staffroom) and play an important role in acknowledging your team for the
heroes they are.

HERE’S THE ALL IMPORTANT LINK FOR MY TEDX TALK: http://buff.ly/2pVmgAM

Decide on a date, place and time for your screening. You need about 30 mins so
maybe over lunch? Or at the beginning/end of a team meeting?
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Choose a room where the (wifi) force is strong so that your device can get onto the
TEDx YouTube Channel.
The most exciting decision you’ll need to make is what to write after: THERE WILL
BE…What kind of Jazzy bonus (see what I did there?!) will you offer as a token of
appreciation? Biscuits? Pizza? Free snogs from Will Smith?*

*Yeah, you probably shouldn’t over promise like this.
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Once you've decided on the details add them to the Poster Pack, hit print. Some
people add the details digitally and email the invitation out too. Then make like
Frank Sinatra! You know, start spreading the news.
People may ask you what the film is about. You don’t have to tell them every
detail. Instead, explain how you felt after watching the video and that you want
to share it . That it’s a Thank You for the work they do every day.

It’s show day and your most important goal is to have fun so give yourself permission to
run the screening without feeling stressed! This is a celebration of you as well as of your
colleagues! The best screenings are nice and simple.
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•
•
•
•
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Welcome people in.
Show the film.
Referee any fights over the cakes.
Take a photo.
Have a chat. I mean, about the film - not about the cake fight.

To help this part go smoothly, I’ve put together a PlaySheet at the end of this doc. Yeah,
that’s PlaySheet, as in the absolute opposite to a worksheet! It has some thoughts and
questions that you might like to share and discuss.
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You did it and I’d love to celebrate with you. Here’s how to connect with me
and let me know the good news:
Twitter: @jazampawfarr
Facebook Page: Everyday Heroes
My Website: www.jazampawfarr.com
When you tweet me include the #everdayheroes, and include the photo you
took so that I can give you a shout out on JazTV (Fridays at 8pm on my
Facebook Page).

THANK YOU FOR STANDING WITH ME!
I can't thank the five teachers who saved my life, but I can say to you - from the bottom of my
heart, Thank You, Thank You, Thank You. You totally ROCK!
www.jazampawfarr.com

YOUR PERSONAL PLAYSHEET
A worksheet?
Nah. The polar opposite.
You're busy. A lot of your energy goes on ‘doing the day’ so it can be hard to find time to reflect
on WHY you are doing what you're doing.
This PlaySheet does the planning for you so that you can relax and engage with the bigger
questions raised by my TEDx Talk.
Feel free to run your own show! But here’s a basic outline to save you from taking up brain space.

FIRST 5 MINUTES
Helloes and stress free small talk (steer clear of the political landscape, war and Beyonce having
twins) while people grab and refreshments and find their seats for the screening.

NEXT 15 MINUTES
This is plenty of time for the TEDx screening and for dealing with any tech challenges! Thank you
for overcoming those as every view registers at TED HQ which helps it to be seen by more
people.
When the film is rolling, sit back and remember you’re awesome. Clicking play counts as a view so
you're not only empowering your team, you're also helping the film to reach heroes you have
never met!

NEXT 10 MINUTES
Discussion time! I’ve included some questions you might like to pose below. Before you do, I’ve
recorded a special bonus video especially for you. You can play it at the end of the screening or
just watch it yourself. http://buff.ly/2q61tGg.
If you prefer, on the next page is a personal note from me that you can read out. Some people
play the personal thank you from me and email the note to staff afterwards.
The choice is yours!
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QUESTIONS

WHAT?

•
•
•
•

What was it about Jaz’s story that reasoned with you the most?
What surprised you?
What do you feel hopeful about? What do you see as challenges?
What’s the one thing that you are going to take away from the talk?

HOW?

• Remember a person who made a big impact on your life. How did they
do that?
• How do you ensure an authentic connection with your students/
colleagues at work?
• How has your attitude to your role changed since you started to now?

WHY?

• Why did you decide to join this profession? Why are you still here?
• Why do some people have every blessing and feel miserable while
others face challenges and adversity and go on to have huge positive
impact?
• Why can't you be authentic without being vulnerable? Or can you?

AND FINALLY…
End by thanking your guests and lead a round of applause for them all and their contributions.
That’s it! You’ve done it! Please do let me know by tweeting @jazampawfarr #everydayhero with
where your screening was. Oh, and do include a photo - I get especially excited about seeing
heroes. It really does make my day!
Congratulations, HERO.
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